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Author's response to reviews:

Point-by-point description of the changes made:

Abstract - Abstracts of manuscripts submitted to BMC Medical Genomics or BMC Medical Genetics must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. Please remember to also update the Abstract details on the submission page.

We structured the abstract as requested in BMC Medical Genetics, therefore we added methods section.

Manuscript sections - Manuscript sections should include (in the following order): Abstract; Background; Methods; Results; Discussion; Conclusions; Abbreviations (if any); Competing interests; Authors' contributions; Acknowledgements; References; Figure legends (if any); Tables (if any); Description of Additional files (if any).

We move the methods section after background section following the requested order. We also added competing interests.

Competing interests- Manuscripts submitted to BMC Medical Genomics or BMC Medical Genetics should include a ‘Competing interests’ section. Can we please ask you to consider the following questions and include a declaration of competing interests in your manuscript?

The authors declare that they have no competing interests

Financial competing interests - In the past five years have you received reimbursements, fees, funding, or salary from an organization that may in any way gain or lose financially from the publication of this manuscript, either now or in the future? Is such an organization financing this manuscript (including the
article-processing charge)? If so, please specify.
The authors declare that they have no financial competing interests